Abstract. Modular extensibility is a highly desirable property of a domain-specific language (DSL): the ability to add new features without affecting the implementation of existing features. Functional mixins (also known as open recursion) are highly suitable for this purpose. We study the use of mixins in Haskell for a modular DSL for search heuristics used in systematic solvers for combinatorial problems, that generate optimized C ++ code from a high-level specification. We show how to apply memoization techniques to tackle performance issues and code explosion due to the highly recursive nature of the mixins. As such heuristics are conventionally implemented as highly entangled imperative algorithms, our Haskell mixins are monadic. Memoization of monadic components causes further complications for us to deal with.
Introduction
Search heuristics often make all the difference between effectively solving a combinatorial problem and utter failure. Heuristics enable a search algorithm to become efficient for a variety of reasons, e.g., incorporation of domain knowledge, or randomization to avoid heavy tailed runtimes. Hence, the ability to swiftly design search heuristics that are tailored towards a problem domain is essential to performance improvement. In other words, this calls for a high-level domain-specific language (DSL).
The tough technical challenge we face when designing a DSL for search heuristics, does not lie in designing a high-level syntax; several proposals have already been made. What is really problematic is to bridge the gap between a conceptually simple specification language (high-level, purely functional and naturally compositional) and an effecient implementation (typically low-level, imperative and highly non-modular). This is indeed where existing approaches fail; they restrict the expressiveness of their DSL to face up to implementation limitations, or they raise errors when the user strays out of the implemented subset.
We overcome this challenge with a systematic approach that disentangles different primitive concepts into separate modular mixin components, each of which corresponds to a feature in the high-level DSL. The great advantage of mixin components to provide a semantics for our DSL is its modular extensibility. We can add new features to the language by adding more mixin components. The cost of adding such a new component is small, because it does not require changes to the existing ones.
Here, we focus in particular on heuristics for systematic tree search in the area of Constraint Programming (CP), but the same issues apply to other searchdriven areas in the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related areas such as Operations Research (OR). We describe our Haskell implementation of this DSL, where mixin components combine to form a code generator that emits tight C ++ code, and in particular cover the memoization challenges in this approach.
Brief DSL Overview
We provide the user with a high-level domain-specific language (DSL) for expressing search heuristics. For this DSL we use a concrete syntax, in the form of nested terms, that is compatible with the annotation language of MiniZinc [7] , a popular language for modeling combinatorial problems.
The search specification implicitly defines a search tree whose leaves are solutions to the given problem. Our implementation parses a MiniZinc model, extracts the search specification expressed in our DSL and generates the corresponding low-level C ++ code for navigating the search tree. The remainder of the MiniZinc model (expressing the actual combinatorial problem) is shipped to the Gecode library [5] , a state-of-the-art finite domain constraint solver. The search code interacts with the solver at every node of the search tree to determine whether a solution or dead end has been reached, or whether to generate new child nodes for further exploration.
DSL Syntax
The DSL's expression language comprises the typical arithmetic and comparison operators and literals that require no further explanation. Notable though is the fact that it allows referring to the constraint variables and parameters of the constraint model. The DSL's search heuristics language features a number of primitives, listed in the catalog of Fig. 1 , in terms of which more complex heuristics can be defined. The catalog consists of both basic heuristics and combinators. The former define complete (albeit very basic) heuristics by themselves, while the latter alter the behavior of one or more other heuristics.
There are two basic heuristics: prune, which cuts the search tree below the current node, and the base search strategies, which implement the labeling (also known as enumeration) strategies. We do not elaborate on the base search here, because this has been studied extensively in the literature. While only a few basic heuristics exist, the DSL derives great expressive power from the infinite number of ways in which these basic heuristics can be composed by means of combinators.
The combinator let(v, e, s) introduces a new variable v, initialized to the value of expression e, in the subsearch s, while assign(v, e) assigns the value of e to v and succeeds. Finally, the post(c, s) primitive provides access to the underlying constraint solver, posting a constraint c at every node during s. If s is omitted, it posts the constraint and immediately succeeds.
As an example, this is how branch-and-bound -a typical optimization heuristic -can be expressed in the DSL: let(best, maxint, post(obj < best, and([base search(. . .), assign(best, obj)]))) let introduces the variable best, post makes sure the constraint obj < best is enforced at each node of the search tree spawned by base search. Combining it with assign using and causes the best variable to be updated after finding solutions. Note that we refer to obj, the program variable being minimized.
Implementation
In this section we cover our Haskell implementation of the DSL, which generates the corresponding low-level imperative C ++ code from a high-level functional search specification. We skip the parsing phase and immediately show how we implement the DSL constructs in a modular fashion.
C++ Abstract Syntax Tree
Before we discuss the code generator, we need to define the target language, a C ++ AST, which is partly given here:
A number of convenient abbreviations facilitate building this AST, e.g.,
In our modular code generation approach, AST fragments from different sources are combined. This often leads to incomprehensible (non-idiomatic) code. To make the resulting C ++ source code readable, we have implemented a simplifier that is invoked by the pretty printer.
The Code Generator
The C ++ AST for a search heuristic is produced by a code generator: A code generator consists of a number of hooks that produce the corresponding AST fragments. 5 Code generation may involve side effects; hence Gen is parametrized in a monad m.
The separate hooks correspond to several stages for the processing of nodes in a search tree. Nodes are initialized with init G and processed using consecutively body G , add G , and try G . result G is used for reporting solutions, and fail G for aborting after failure. The height field indicates how high the stack of combinators is.
The fragments of the different hooks are combined according to the following template.
After emitting a number of variable declarations which we omit due to space constraints, the template creates the root node in the search tree through init G , and try G initializes a queue with child nodes of the root. Then, in the main part of the algorithm, nodes in the queue are processed one at a time with the body G hook.
Code Generation Mixins
Instead of writing a monolithic code generator for every different search heuristic, we modularly compose new heuristics from one or more components, each of which corresponds to a constructor in the high-level DSL. Our code generator components are implemented as (functional) mixins [2] :
There are two kinds of mixin components: base components that are selfcontained, and advice components that extend or modify one or more other components.
Base Component
The main example of a base component is the enumeration strategy base M :
The above code omits details related to posting constraints (constrain), checking the solver status (isSolved or isFailed ) and branching (doBranch). The details of these operations depend on the particular constraint solver involved (e.g. finite domain, linear programming, . . . ); here we focus only on the search heuristics, which are orthogonal to those details.
As we can see the base component is parametrized by this, the overall search heuristic. This way, the base M search can make the final call to body G redirect to a add G on the top of the combinator-stack again, and similarly for add G and try G .
The simplest form of a search heuristic is obtained by applying the fixpoint combinator to a base component:
The mixin mechanism allows us to plug in additional advice components before applying the fixpoint combinator. This way we can modify the base component's behavior.
Consider a simple example of an advice combinator that prints solutions:
where printSolution consists of the necessary solver-specific code to access and print the solution. A code generator is obtained through mixin composition, simply using (•):
Monadic Components
In the components we have seen so far, the monad type parameter m has not been used. It does become essential when we turn to more complex components such as the binary conjunction and
The code presented at the end of this section shows a simplified and combinator, for two Gen m structures with the same type m. It does require m to be an instance of MonadState Side, to store the current branch at code-generation runtime. While some hooks simply dispatch to the corresponding hook of the currently active branch, body G and result G are more elaborate.
First of all, we also need to store the branch number at program runtime. This is known at the time when the node is created, but needs to be restored into the monadic state when activating it. We assume the functions store and retrieve give access to a runtime state for each node, indexed with a field name and the height of the combinator involved.
When the result G hook is called -implying a solution for a sub-branch was found -there are two options. Either the s 1 was active, in which case both the runtime state and the monadic state are updated to In2 , and init G and try G for s 2 are executed, which will possibly cause the node to be added to the queue, if branching is required. When this new node is activated itself, its body G hook will be called, retrieving the branch information from the runtime state, and dispatching dynamically to s 2 . When a solution is reached after switching to s 2 , result G will finally call s 2 's result G to report the full solution.
Effect Encapsulation
So far we have parametrized MGen with m, a monad type parameter. This parameter will have to be assembled appropriately from monad transformers to satisfy the need of every mixin component in the code generator. Doing this manually can be quite cumbersome. Especially for a large number of mixin components with multiple instances of, e.g., StateT this becomes impractical. To simplify the process, we turn to a technique proposed by Schrijvers and Oliveira [8] to encapsulate the monad transformers inside the components.
To that end we now represent components by Search, which packages the components behavior MGen with its side effect t 2 . The monad transformer t 2 is existentially quantified to remain hidden; we can eliminate it from a monad stack with the run field. The hooks of the component are available through the mgen field, which specifies them for an arbitrary monad stack in which t 2 is surrounded by more effects t 1 above and m below. Here t 1 t 2 indicates that the focus rests on t 2 (away from t 1 ) for resolving overloaded monadic primitives such as get and put, for which multiple implementations may be available in the monad stack. We refer to [9, 8] 
Finally we produce C ++ code from a Search component with generate:
This code first applies the fixpoint computation, passing the result back into itself, as explained earlier. After that, gen is called to get the real code-generating monad action. it extracts the knot-tied body G hook, runZ eliminates from (t 1 t 2 ) m, yielding t 1 (t 2 m). Then runIdentityT eliminates t 1 (instantiating it to be IdentityT ), run eliminates t 2 , and runIdentity finally eliminates m (instantiating it to be Identity) to yield a Stmt.
Memoization and Inlining
Experimental evaluation indicates that several component hooks in a complex search heuristic are called frequently, as for example the fail G hook can be called from many different places. This is a problem 1) for the code generation -which needs to generate the corresponding code over and over again -and 2) for the generated program which contains much redundant code. Both significantly impact the compilation time (in Haskell and in C ++ ); in addition, an overly large binary executable may aversely affect the cache and ultimately the running time.
Basic Memoization
A well-known approach that avoids the first problem, repeatedly computing the same result, is memoization. Fortunately, Brown and Cook [3] have shown that memoization can be added as a monadic mixin component without any major complications. Memoization is a side effect for which we define a custom monad transformer: We capture the two essential operations of M T in a type class, which allows us to lift the operations through other monad transformers. 
which allows us to define, e.g., a memoized variant of print S .
Note that in order to lift memo M to a Search structure, Search must be updated with a M M m constraint, and generate must be updated to incorporate runMemoT in its evaluation chain.
Monadic Memoization
Unfortunately, it is not quite this simple. The behavior of combinator hooks may depend on internal updateable state. The above memoization does not take this state dependency into account. In order to solve this issue, we must expose the components' state to the memoizer. This is done in two steps. First, M T keeps a context in addition to the memoization table, and provides access to it through the M M type class. Second -for the specific case of a StateT s with s an instance of Showablean alternative implementation (MemoStateT ) which updates the context in the M T layer below it, is provided.
To implement this, the Table {context = empty , memoMap = empty } MemoContext is represented as a map from integers to strings. The integers are identifiers assigned to the monad transformer layers that have context, and the strings are serialized versions of the contextual data inside those layers (using show ).
The M M type class is extended to support modifying the context information, using setCtx and clearCtx . When running a MS T transformer, the enclosing Gen's height parameter is passed to rStateT , using that as identifier for the layer. The runtime state itself is stored inside the wrapped StateT layer, while a serialized representation (using show ) is stored in the context of the underlying M T .
result ← evalStateT action s clearCtx height return result
Backend Sharing
So far we have only solved the first performance problem, repeated generation of code. Memoization avoids the repeated execution of hooks by storing and reusing the same C ++ code fragment. However, the second performance problem, repeated use of the same C ++ code, remains. We preserve the sharing obtained through memoization in the backend, by depositing the memoized code fragment in a C ++ function that is called from multiple sites. Conceptually, this means that a memoized hook returns a function call (rather than a potentially big code fragment), and produces a function definition as a side effect.
The following generate function produces both the main search code and the auxiliary functions for the memoized hooks. By introducing runMemoT in the chain of evaluation functions, the types change, and the result will be of type (Stmt , Table) , since that is returned by runMemoT .
data FunDef = FunDef String Stmt toFunDef :: Stmt → FunDef toFunDef stm = FunDef (getFnName stm) stm generate ::
Note that only code generated by the same hook of the same component is shared in a function, not code of distinct hooks or distinct components. Detecting such unrelated clones would slow down rather then speed up the code generation process.
Finally, applying the above technique systematically results in one generated C ++ function per component hook. This is not entirely satisfactory, as many memoized functions are only called once, or only contain a single line of code. One can either rely on the C ++ compiler to determine when inlining is lucrative, or perform inlining on the C ++ AST in an additional processing step.
Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate our Haskell implementation that we have described in the previous sections. We have omitted a number of complicating factors in our account, so as not to distract from the main issues. Without going into detail, we list the main differences with the actual implementation:
-There are more hooks, including ones called during branching, adding to the queue, deletion of nodes and switching between nodes belonging to separate strategies. Furthermore, additional hooks exist for the creation of combinator-specific data structures, both globally for the whole combinator, or locally for each node, instead of the dynamic height-based mechanism.
-The code generation hooks are functions that take an additional argument, the path info. It contains which variable names point to the local and global data structures, which variables need to be passed to generated memoized functions, and pieces of code that need to be executed when the current node needs to be stored, aborted or copied. The values in the path info are also taken into account when memoizing, complicating matters further. -We have built into the code generators a number of optimizations. For example, knowing that combinators never branch, allows omitting generated code and data structures. -Searches keep track of whether they complete exhaustively, or are pruned.
Repeat-like combinators use exhaustiveness as an additional stop criterion.
To evaluate the usefulness of our system, benchmarks 8 were performed (see Table 1 ) 9 . A first set includes the known problems golfers 10 , golomb 11 , open stacks and radiation [1] ; a second set contains artificial stress tests.
The first three columns give the name, problem size and whether or not the memoizing version was used. Further columns show the number of generated C ++ lines (col. 4), the number of invoked hooks (col. 5), the number of monad transformers active (both the effective ones (col. 6), and including IdentityT and (col. 7)). Finally, the average generation (Haskell, col. 8), build (gcc, col. 9) and run time (col. 10) are listed. All these numbers are averages over many runs (of up to an hour of runtime).
For the larger problem instances, memoization reduces both generation time and build time, by reducing the number of generated lines. Performance is not affected by the increased number of function calls -perhaps compensated by the improved cache usage of smaller code. In particular for the radiation example, the effect of memoization is drastic. On the other hand, for small problems, memoization does not help, but the overhead is very small.
Related Work
We were inspired by the monadic mixin approach to memoization of Brown and Cook [3] . However, they only address memoization for non-effectful components. Although mentioning the problem, they do not provide a solution for memoizing stateful components. In our setting we are forced to address this problem and do so by also memoizing the implicit state.
A different approach that results in smaller code generated from a DSL is observable sharing [4, 6] . Yet, the main intent of observable sharing is quite different. Its aim is to preserve sharing at the level of Haskell in the resulting Table 1 . Benchmark results generated code, typically using unsafePerformIO. It does not detect distinct calls that result in the same code, and is hard to integrate with code-generating monadic computations as appear in our setting. Our work is directly inspired by earlier work on the Monadic Constraint Programming DSL [10, 12] . In particular, we have studied how to compile highlevel problem specifications in Haskell to C ++ code for the Gecode library [11] . The present complements this with high-level search specifications.
Conclusions
We have shown how to implement a code generator for declarative specification of a search heuristic using monadic mixins. This mixin-based approach, search combinators can be implemented in a modular way, and still independently modify the behavior of the generated code. Through existential types and the monad zipper, all combinators can introduce their own monad transformers to keep their own state throughout the code generation, without affecting any other transformers.
Since the naive approach leads to certain hooks being invoked many times over, we turn to memoization to avoid code duplication. Memoization is implemented as another monadic mixin which is added transparently to existing combinators.
The system is implemented as a Haskell program that generates search code in C ++ from a search specification in MiniZinc which is then further integrated in a CP solver (Gecode). Our benchmarks demonstrate the impact of memoizing the monadic mixins.
